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Interviewee

Alex Vanstan

Transcript

Because, you know, I’ve known nothing else. I came straight out of school. And that happens for 
a lot of blokes. So I never had a civilian job beforehand, I went straight in to the army so to try and 
unwind yourself, and I’m all going through this process at the moment, like I’m trying to get civilian 
employment on the outside and stuff. You know, like, how do I strike a resume, for example, so 
you just, you know, I hope all my writing’s like all, actually I’ve got first hand example, I bloody 
wrote my resume the other day because I am getting my discharge. But what I was writing it up, 
like, troop commander, you know, like all these military terms. I’d gave it to a bloke that would help 
in the transition cells. So they have cells set up there to help guys transition. There’s , I’ll actually 
write this for you in words that a civilian might understand, you know, I know what it means, I know 
what being an operations officer at one regiment means, I know what being a troop commander 
in Afghanistan means, but how the like bloody civilian human resource manager is supposed to 
know.

Interviewer: And you’ve got a business degree!

Yeah, that’s right. Yeah. That’s right, yeah. Exactly!  And so, you know, and these are the things, 
and this is what I’m trying to get back to. Like, I feel very sorry for, like as an infantry bloke, for 
example, 18 and you join straight out of school, well, at least I’ve got transferable skills, or at least 
a lot of of those blokes have transferrable skills. As an 18-year-old shooter and you’ve trained as 
an infantry soldier, you get out, post Afghanistan, there’s not much there for you. And this is where 
it gets back to, I reckon, that , and a lot of these blokes, and it’s a national tragedy that you have 
50 soldiers, veterans, kill themselves a year. I reckon this is where it gets back to, because they’re 
not set up to transition out of Defence well. There are a lot who are pissed off with Defence.  They 
just pull the pin. They can’t get a job, they’re unemployed. They’re relying on welfare, they sit 
and drink themselves into misery, and you know. You know what happens from there. So it’s , I 
personally, I think it’s a bloody tragedy, national tragedy that still goes on, so, got to do something 
about it I suppose. 


